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Abstract. Computerized decision support systems (CDSSs) are still poorly 

routinely implemented in clinical practices mainly because of usability problems 

related to the technology interface. We previously proposed to use gauges to 
visualize the output of a guideline-based CDSS applied to malnutrition and pressure 

ulcer management in nursing homes. This interface was assessed by four focus 

groups including 16 healthcare professionals with expertise in geriatrics. A USE-
like questionnaire was distributed. Participants considered the dashboard-with-

gauges visualization was useful (94%), easy to use (63%), easy to learn (88%), and 

88% thought they could be satisfied with it. However, concerns were expressed 
about the difficulty to follow up multiple healthcare problems.  
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1. Introduction 

Although computerized decision support systems (CDSSs) have proven to improve 

patient care quality, they are poorly routinely implemented in clinical settings, partly 

because of usability problems related to the user interface [1]. In a prior work [2], we 

have proposed to display gauges gathered in a dashboard to represent the guideline-based 

recommendations issued by the NETSmart CDSS for the management of malnutrition 

and pressure ulcers of nursing home (NH) residents. Focus groups (FGs) were organized 

to assess geriatrics healthcare professional acceptance of this proposal2. 
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2. Methods 

FG participants were recruited among the staff of Charles Foix geriatric hospital 

(Assistance Publique – Hôpitaux de Paris, France). The evaluation protocol was made of 

three steps: (i) a short tutorial to present the study context, the description of guideline-

based decision support modalities, and the introduction of the dashboard-with-gauge 

visualization on a simulated patient case, (ii) semi-structured discussion to question four 

dimensions: “Assessment of the dashboard”, “Assessment of gauges”, “Assessment of 

recommendations’ display”, and “Assessment of the global user interface”, (iii) 

qualitative user assessment of usefulness, ease of use, ease of learning, and satisfaction 

through a short USE-derived questionnaire [3]. Discussions between participants were 

audio-recorded. Data were analyzed using the six steps of the thematic analysis [4]: 

familiarization with the data, generating initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing 

themes, defining and naming themes, and producing the report. 

3. Results 

There were 16 participants including six geriatricians, six nurses, two care assistants, one 

dietician, and one psychometrician. Most participants considered the dashboard-with-

gauges visualization was useful (94%), easy to use (63%), easy to learn (88%), and they 

were globally 88% to think they could be satisfied with it. The qualitative analysis 

produced six themes: use of a dashboard to display patient condition, use of gauges for 

severity levels, modalities used to display recommendations, overall graphical interface, 

respect of user autonomy despite the use of a CDSS, user interaction with the CDSS 

(issues of interoperability with EHR data). 

4. Discussion and conclusion 

The dashboard-with-gauge visualization was well accepted but with some hesitations. 

Participants considered this kind of interface could improve their ability to take care of 

their patients. However, they had mixed feelings about the gauge to summarize patient 

condition considering this visualization was appropriate to follow patient evolution but 

didn’t show the patient history. The responses to the USE-like questionnaire evidenced 

that the general graphical design was well accepted despite some training guidance seems 

to be necessary (only 63% found the visualization easy or very easy to use).  
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